I confirm my commitment to the highest standards of animal care and protection through the See it? Stop it! initiative.

In accordance with the See it? Stop it! values, I agree that:

1. Animal abuse, neglect, harm and mishandling are unacceptable and will not be tolerated.

2. Proper animal care is the responsibility of every individual who is around animals, including me.

3. I have an obligation to immediately report any signs of deliberate animal abuse, neglect, harm or mishandling to a supervisor or other individual responsible for enforcement of proper animal care.

I pledge my support of, responsibility for and commitment to the values of the See it? Stop it! initiative.

Name (printed): ____________________________________________________________

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ____________

If you witness abuse or have concerns please contact
...or the See It? Stop It! national hotline at 816.880.5360 or info@seeitstopit.org